ECONOMICS 211  
ECONOMIC HISTORY SEMINAR  
2-3:30 p.m., 597 Evans Hall

SCHEDULE

September 2   Labor Day, no meeting

September 9   Gary Richardson, University of California, Irvine

September 16  Ran Abramitsky, Stanford University

September 23  Petra Moser, New York University (visiting University of California, Berkeley)

September 30  Alain Naef, University of Cambridge (post-doc, University of California, Berkeley)

October 7    TBD

October 14   No meeting.

October 24   Suresh Naidu, Columbia University (joint with the Oliver Williamson Seminar, note special day and time).

October 28   Jhacova Williams, Clemson University

November 4  Christopher Meissner, University of California, Davis

November 11  Veterans’ Day, no meeting

November 18  Kris Mitchener, Santa Clara University

November 25  Emily Eisner, University of California, Berkeley

December 2   Caitlin Rosenthal, University of California, Berkeley